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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the uniform asymptotical behaviour of Hnear evolutionary 
processes defined on Banach spaces, the main restrictions on these processes being 
that their norms can increase not faster than an exponential function. 
An operator characterization of the uniform exponential dichotomy (Theorem 
3.1) is proved. This theorem is an extension of a similar result given by Massera 
and Schäffer in [6], Theorem 42B, C. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the uniform exponential stability of a linear 
evolutionary process in a Banach space has been proved by Datko in [4]. In this 
paper (Theorem 3.2) we extend Datko's theorem to the general case of uniform 
exponential dichotomy. Finally, an integral characterization (with respect to the 
second argument of the process) for the uniform exponential dichotomy is also 
obtained (Theorem 2.3). This theorem is a generalization of well-known results 
about the uniform asymptotical behaviour of the evolutionary processes generated 
by ordinary differential equations (considered by Barbasin [1], Coppel [3] and 
Lovelady [5]). 
The particular case when the process is a strongly continuous semigroup of 
operators on a Banach space has been considered in the papers [7] and [8] of the 
authors. Thus this paper is in a sense a continuation to [7] and [8]. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a characterization for the uniform exponential 
dichotomy property of linear evolutionary processes which are defined in general 
Banach spaces and whose norms can increase not faster than an exponential. The 
results obtained are generalizations of well known theorems about the uniform 
exponential stability. 
2. EVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES 
Let X be a real or complex Banach space. The norm on X and on the space L[X) 
of all bounded linear operators from X into itself will be denoted by || ' | | . Let Tbe 
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the set defined by 
T^^ {{t,s): 0 й s ^ t < 00} 
Definition 2.1. A mapping P( . , .)-. T-> L{X) will be called an evolutionary process 
iff 
(i) P{t, s) P{s, to) = P{U to) for 0 S to й s < t; 
(ii) P{t, t)x = X for all x G X and Г ^ 0; 
(iii) P{t, s) is strongly continuous in s on [0, r] and in t on [s, 00); 
(iv) there is a nondecreasing function p: R+ = [0, 00) -^ R^ such that 
IÎ V '̂ )̂ll ^ K^ - ^) fo^ ̂ 11 ( '̂ 5) G Г . 
If in addition P(*, •) satisfies the condition 
(v) P{t, s) = P{t - s, 0) for all (r, s) e T 
then P(*) is called a semigroup of class Co-
R e m a r k 2.1. If P(-, •) is an evolutionary process then its norm can increase not 
faster than an exponential, i.e. we can suppose in (iv) that 
p[t) = Me'' 
where M ^ 1 and со > 0 are independent of t. 
Indeed, if M = p(l), ш ^ In M and n is the positive integer such that n ^ t — s < 
< n + \, then 
|lP(f, 5)11 ^ lln^' ^ + '̂ )11 ll^(^ + П, 5 + n - 1)11 ... ||P(S + 1, S)!l ^ 
Definition 2.2. A mapping 
P: Rl = [0, 00) X [0, 00) -> L{X) 
is called a reversible evolutionary process iff 
(j) P(;, r) P(r, s) - P(^ s) for r, s, r ^ 0; 
(jj) P(r, t)x = X for alW ^ 0 and x G Z ; 
(jjj) P(ï, s) is strongly continuous in t and in 5 on ^ + ; 
(jv) there is M ^ 1 and ш > 0 such that 
\\P{t, s)\\ ^ Me^^l'" '̂' for all t, s t 0 . 
R e m a r k 2.2. If P(-, •) is a reversible evolutionary process then there exists 
P(r, s)-^ = P(5, t) for every r, s ^ 0 . 
Example 2.1. Let A: [R+ -^ ^1^) ^^ ^ strongly measurable function such that 
M + 1 
sup ]/l(s)|l da < 00 . 
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Then the unique solution P(-) of the Cauchy problem 
P'(t) = A{t) Pyt), PyO)=I 
(where / denotes the identity operator on X) has the property (see [6]) that 
P{t,s) = P{t)p-\s) 
is a reversible evolutionary process. 
Throughout this paper we suppose that for every ÎQ ^ 0 the set 
X.ito) = {xo e X: P(-, t,) Xo e L-(X)} 
is a closed complemented subspace of X. Here b^(X) denotes the Banach space of 
X-valued functions / defined a.e. on [̂ o, oo), such that / is strongly measurable 
and essentially bounded. If -^2(^0) is a complementary subspace of ^1(^0) then we 
denote by Pi{to) the projection along X2{to) (that is РДГо) e L{X), Pl{to) = Pi{to\ 
Ker Pi(/o) = ^2(^0)) and by P2(^o) = I - Pi{to) the projection along Xi{to). 
We shall also denote 
P,(t, to) = P{t, to) Pt{to) and P2{t, to) = P{t, to) P2{to) . 
R e m a r k 2.3. If P(-, •) is a reversible evolutionary process, P(t) = P(^, 0), Xj^ = 
= Xk{0), Pi, = Pfc(O) then it is easy to see that for all /c = 1, 2 and ^ ^ 5 ^ ô ^ 0 
the following equalities hold: 
(i) P{t,to) = Pit)p-\to); 
(ii)P,{t,to) = Pyt)P,p-\to); 
(iii) P^{t, to) = P,{t, s) P,{s, to); 
(iy) X,(to) = Pito)X,; 
(v) Pi(to) = P{to) PiP \to) and P2{to) = P{to) PiP \to) are projections along 
^2(^0) and Xi(/o), respectively. 
Now we present three helpful results. 
Lemma 2.1. Let P{-, •) be an evolutionary process. Then 
(i) P{t, to) X,{to) с X,{t) for all {t, to) e T; 
(ii) Pi{t, to) = Pi(t, s) Pi(s, fo) for t ^ s ^ to; 
(iii) there are M > I and a> > 0 such that 
\\P{t+ l,to)xo\\ g Me'»!" i"^^''*°^ ̂ ''11 
for all [t, to)e T and XQGX; 
(iv) if Pi{t, to) Xo + Ofor every t '^ to then P(t, to) XQ + Ofor all t ^ tol 
(v) P2{t, to) Xo Ф 0 for all (t, to) e T and XQ ф -^i(fo)-
Proof, (i) If Xo eXi{to) then by definition of Xi(to) we have that 
P{-,t) P{t, to) Xo = P(•, to) Xo e LZ{X) с ЩХ) 
and hence P(t, to) XQ e X^^t). 
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(ii) From (i) it follows that P^[t) P^(t, to) = Pi(t, to) and hence 
P,{t, s) Pi(5, ô) = P{t, s) P,{s) Pi(5, to) = P{t, s) Pi(5, to) = 
= P{t, s) P{s, to) P,{to) = P{t, to) P,{to) = Рг{и to) . 
(iii) The equality follows from 
\\P{t + 1, ô) ^o|| й \\P{t + 1, s)\\ ||P(5, to) Xo\\ й Me-||P(5, ô) ̂ o|| 
(where M and œ are given by Remark 2.1) by integration on [t, ^ + 1]. 
(iv) follows from the equahty 
X,{to)nX,{to)=^{Q]. 
(v) If there are s ^ to and XQ ф ^i(^o) such that P2[s, to) XQ = 0 then 
P{t, to) = P{t, s) P{s, to) Xo = P,{t, to) xo for all t^s 
and Pi(- , ô) ^0 e Ц'о{^) inipiy that XQ eXj^(to), which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.2. / / //z^re ex/5^5 AT > 0 such that 
\\Pi{t>to)xo\\àt uN\\xo\\ for every Xo EX , 
J to 
then there is N^ > 0 such that 
\\Pi{t,to)\\ UN, for all {t,to)ET. 
Proof. Assume that P,(% •) is not uniformly bounded. Then for each natural 
number n there exists {t„, t^) e T such that ||Pi(^„, tf)\\ ^ n. This implies that there 
is X,EX with ||x„|| = 1 and \\P,(t„, t^)x„\\ ^ n. 
Hence if 5 6 \t% r„] we can write 
n й \\P,it„, 0 x„|| й \\P{t„, 5)11 \\P,{s, 0 x4 ^ Me"<'"- ' |P ,(5, 0 x„\\ 
and by integration on [t^, f„] we obtain 
n g МЛГе̂ ^̂ "̂-̂ '''> ; 
which implies that ?„ — /JJ -> 00. 
Thus we have 
which is a contradiction in view of 
lim ~ ( 1 - e--<^"-'"")) = 00. 
n^oo CO 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
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Lemma 2.3. / / there is N > О such that 
{t - to) \\P,{t, to)\\ й N for all {t, to) e T 
then there exist Ni , Vj > 0 such that 
\\Pi{t, to)\\ й A^ie~''^'~^°^ for all {t, to) e T. 
Proof. Let {t, to) e T. Then t ~ to = 2Nn + r, where n is positive integer and 
r G [0, 2N). 
Then 
\\P,{t, to)\\ й \\Pi{to + 2Nn + r,to + 2Nn)\\ . \\P,{to + 2Nn, to + 2N{n + 1))|| . . . 
. . . \\P^{to + 2N, to)\\ й Me'Xi)" S Me2^^(i)" = Me '̂̂ '̂̂ e-^^^ '̂ ^ 
< Mê ^̂ '̂̂ "̂ '̂̂ e~^̂ "̂̂ °̂  = N e~^̂ ^~ °̂̂  
where N^ = MQ^^^'"^'^ and v = In 2/2ДГ. 
3. UNIFORM EXPONENTIAL DICHOTOMY 
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the uniform exponen­
tial dichotomy of linear evolutionary processes in Banach spaces. As a particular 
case we can obtain a characterization of the uniform exponential stability of such 
processes. The uniform exponential stability and the dichotomy property are intro­
duced by 
Definition 3.1. An evolutionary process P(% •) is said to be 
(i) uniformly exponentially stable (and we write u.e.s.) iff there exist constants 
TV ̂  1 and V > 0 such that 
||P(f, ^o)|| й Nc-^^'-'^' for all {t, to)eT; 
(ii) uniformly exponentially dichotomic (and we write u.e.d.) iff there are 
TVi, N2, V > 0 such that 
(3.1) \\P,{t, to) Xo\\ è N,t-^^^~^^P,{s, to) Xo\\ 
and 
(3.2) iP^it, to) Xo\\ ^N2c'^'-''\\P2{s, to) Xo\\ 
for â\\ t ^ s ^ to ^ 0 and xeX, 
R e m a r k 3.1. Clearly, the uniform exponential stability is a particular case 
(when Xi{to) = X) of the uniform exponential dichotomy. 
R e m a r k 3.2. P(*, •) is u.e.d. if and only if the inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) from 




\\Pi{t, to) Xo\\ й \\Pi{t, 5)11 ||Pi(s, to) Xo\\ й Me"||Pi(5, to) Xo\\ й 
й M^'^-'Q-'^'-'. \\P,{s,to)xo\\ 
NQ^\\P2{S, to) Xo\\ й llPzis + 1, to) Xo)\\ й \\P{s + L t)\\ . WP^it, to) Xo\\ й 
й Me-||P2(r, to)xo\\ й MQ^'-^-^^'-^^P^it, to)xo\\ . 
A necessary and sufficient condition for u.e.d. is given in 
Theorem 3.1. An evolutionary process P ( ' , •) is u.e.d. if and only if there are 
N,v > 0 such that 
(3.1)' \\P,{t, to) Xo\\ й iVe-^^^-)||P(5, to) Xo\\ 
and 
(3.2)' \\P2{s,h)x4 й - ^ f ' - ' | | F ( ï , g x o | l 
for all t ^ s '^ to ^ 0 and XQ e X. 
Proof. Necessity. The inequahty 
и V 
\u\\ Ibll 
max w I, \\v\\ S 2||w 4- t̂ ll 
(see [6], Theorem 11. A) after putting и = P^{t, to) Xo and v = P2{t, to) XQ with 
Xo Ф 0, Pi(^, ô) Xo Ф 0 and P2{t, to) XQ Ф 0 for every t ^ to ^ 0 yields 
и V 
max ML г; 2\\P{t,to)xo\\ è 
This inequality together with 
Ms'"\\P{t,to)y\\^\\P{t+l,to)y\\ 
for 
_ ^i (^o) ^0 , -^2(^0) ^0 
\\u\\ ||t;|| 
(3.1) and (3.2) impHes 
2Me"'||P(f, to) Xo\\ ^ Me"||P(f, g у\\ max {ЦмЦ, \\v\\} ^ 
^ | | P ( < + l , ( o ) j ' | | m a x { | | u | | , | | . l | } ^ 
è {\\P2{t + 1, to) y\\ - \\P,{t + I, to) y\\) max {||M||, ||r||} ^ 
V \\P2{t,to)Xo\\ \\P^{t, to) XoW ) ^" " " " ^ -
è (JV ê̂  - JViC-^) max {||u||, ||t |̂|} = N3 max {||Pi((, to) Xo\\, WP^itu to) Xo\\} 
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Hence 
\\P,{t, to) xoll g iVie- '( '->| |P,(. , to) xoll й 2 ^ ^ ^ e-<'-'>||P(5, /«) ̂ оЦ 
and 
e"^ '̂~^^ „^ , . „ . 2Me^ 
||P,(5, g Xoll й - - - - ||i^2(^, ô) ^oil è — - - e-^^-^->||P(r, g Xoll 
N2 N2N^ 
for alH ^ 5 ^ f0 è 0 and Xo e Z . 
The sufficiency is trivial. 
Corollary 3.1. If P{', •) is u.e.d. then there exists N > Q such that 
(3.3) ||Pi(r)|| S N and \\P2{t)\\ й N for all t^O. 
Proof. If we put r = s = to in (3.1)' and (3.2)' then we obtain (3.3). 
In the particular case of reversible evolutionary processes we obtain 
Corollary 3.2. The reversible evolutionary process P{% •) /5 u.e.d. if and only ij 




for all t^s'^Q, 
Proof. Suppose that P(-, •) is u.e.d. and let x e Z and r ^ 5 ^ 0̂ à 0-
The identity XQ = P{to, s) x, the inequality (3.1)' and the preceding theorem yield 
\\P,{t, s) x\\ = \\P{t) P,P-\to) Xoll = \\P,{t, to) Xoll й 
й iVe-^^^-^->||P(5, 0̂) Xoll = iVe-^^^->||xo|| , 
which implies (3.4). 
Similarly, the inequality (3.2)' for Xo = P{to, t) x shows that P ( ' , •) satisfies (3.5). 
Conversely, if P(", •) verifies the inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) then 
||Pi(r, 5)x|| g iVe~^^'"'^||x|| 
and 
\\P,{s,t)y\\uNe-^^'-^^y\\ , 
for all (t, s)e T and x, y eX. 
In particular, for x = P(s, to) XQ and y = P{t, to) Xo we obtain the inequalities 
(3.1)' and (3.2)', respectively. Theorem 3.1 implies that P(-, •) is u.e.d. 
R e m a r k 3.3. The above characterization of the uniform exponential dichotomy 
is a generalization of a similar result for the case when P ( ' , •) is an evolutionary 
process generated by a differential equation, given by Massera and Schäflfer in [6], 
Theorem 42 B, С 
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\\P,{t,to)xo\\dt й N\\xo\\ , 
P2{s,to)xo\\dt ^ Л/||Р2^/, Го)^о|| , 
(3.8) W^iit + hto)xo\\ ^ m||P2'^/o)A'o|| 
for all (r, to) e T and XQ e X. 
Proof. The necessity is simply verified. Now we prove the sufficiency. Let to è 0, 
XQ G X be fixed. 
From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we have 
||^i(^, ô) ^oll й lPi(t, 5)11 \\P,{s, to) Xo\\ й N,\\P,{s, to) Xo\\ 
and integration on [/Q, ^J yields 
{t- to)\\P,{t,to)xo\\ èNN,\\xo\\. 
On the basis of Lemma 2.3 we have that there are N2 > 0 and v > 0 such that 
\\P^{t,s)x\\ й iV2e" '̂̂ ^-^ |̂|.x|| 
for all (r, s)e Tand XEX. 
In particular, for x = Pi{s, to) Xo we obtain the inequality (3.1) from Definition 
3.1. 
Now we consider the function 
f: \t„, со) -> Я , /(f) = IJPj'̂ s, fo) xoll ds . 
We observe that 
f{t)uNf'{t) = N\P:,{t,t,)x,\\ 
and by integration on \s + 1, ?] we obtain 
f{s + 1) é^-^-'-^l^ ̂  ДГ) ^ N\\P2{t, to) Xoll , 
I.e. 
(3.10) \P^, to) Xoll du e^'---i)/~ g N\\P2(t, g я-oli 
for all f ^ s + 1 ^ fo-
On the basis of (3.8), Lemma 2.1 and (3.10) we have 
||P,(s, fo) .Xoll e^'-'^'^ й - \\P2{s +i,to) .Voll e"-̂ -W^ й 
ni 
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s —— е' 
m 
{t-s)/N ^'^^ Me' 
m 
g 11^2( ,̂̂ 0) ^oil 
m 
Xt-s)/N fis + 1)й 
for SLW t ^ S + 1 ^ S ^ ÎQ. Remark 3.2 implies that P ( ' , •) is u.e.d. 
R e m a r k 3.4. Theorem 3.2 is an extension of Corollary from [8] where the particu-
lar case of a semigroup of operators is considered. 
R e m a r k 3.5. In the particular case when ^2(^0) — ^ the preceding theorem yields 
Datko's characterization of the uniform exponential stabihty given by Theorem 1.1 
from [4]. Thus Theorem 3.2 is a generahzation of Datko's result. We remark that 
our proof of characterization of the uniform exponential dichotomy is not a general-
ization of Datko's proof of characterization of the uniform exponential stability. 
As a consequence of the preceding theorem we obtain another characterization 
of the uniform exponential dichotomy of reversible evolutionary processes. 
Corollary 3.3. Let P ( ' , •) be a reversible evolutionary process. Then it is u.e.d. 
if and only if there exists N > 0 such that 
г to 
(3.11) ||Pi(r, ^0)̂ 11 ^t + \\P2{s,to)x\\dsu N\\x\\ 
for all 0̂ = ^ ^^^d xeX. 





iP^is, to) Xo\\ ds = \\P2is, t) P^it, to) Xo\\ ds й 
J to 
P2{S, t) P2{t, to) Xo\\ ds й N\P2{t. to) Xo\\ 
for all {t, to) e Tand XOEX. 
Since in the case of reversible evolutionary processes the inequality (3.8) is satisfied, 
we obtain by Theorem 3.2 that P(*, •) is u.e.d. 
Theorem 3.3. Ä reversible evolutionary process P(% •) is u.e.d. if and only if 
there is N > 0 such that 
(3.13) 
for all t ^ to^O. 
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i | P l ( ^ , 5 ) | | d s + ||P2(^, S)|| d5 й N 
Proof. The necessity is trivial. 
For the sufficiency part, we consider t ^ s ^ ÎQ and xeX — {0}. Then the function 
Г" dr 
J s \\PAr,to)4 
satisfies the inequality 
\\Pi{t,to)x\\f{t)u Г \\P,{t,u)\\duuN 
J to 
and hence 
(3.14) /(0 g Nf'{t) . 
By integration on [s + 1, ^] we obtain 
(3.15) / ( O è e ( ' - ^ ^ ' ' ' V ( ^ + l ) . 
On the other hand, for w e [s, s + 1] we have 
\\P,{u, to) x\\ ^ \\P,{u, 5)11 \\P,(s, to) x\\ й MQ^\\P,{S, to) x\\ 
and by integration on [5, s + 1] we deduce 
f{s + 1) ^ ^ 
Me^| |P i (5 , ^o)-^|| 
This inequality together with (3.14) and (3.15) imphes 
й Mt^j\t) й MNQ'^fXt) = 
\\P,{s,to)x\\ ~ \\P,{t,to)xl 
I.e. 
(3.16) ||Pi(r, to) x\\ й N^Q~'^'-'^P^(s, to) x\\ for all t ^ s + 1 ^ s ^ to 
where N^ = MiVe^+i/^; v = l/A .̂ 
This proves the inequality (3.1) from Definition 3.1. For the second inequality 
we consider the function 





^(0 й -NgXt), 
which by integration on [s, t] yields 
é^-^y^'g{t)uigs). 
\\P2{s,u)\\ du й N 
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Hence 
C^^^ du N 
For и e\j,t •\- 1] we have 
\\P^{u,t^)x\\ й MV"\\P2{t,to)x\\, 
hence the preceding inequality implies 
\\P2{t,to)x\\ IIP^lS, ^o)-^|| 
i.e. 
(3.17) 11^2(5, 0̂) ^il è MiVe'^e-^^-^-^/^||F2(^ 0 -̂ i 
for SiW t ^ s ^ to ^ 0. 
This completes the proof. 
R e m a r k 3.6. The above characterization of the uniform exponential dichotomy 
for the case of reversible evolutionary processes generated by ordinary differential 
equations has been given by Goppel in [З]. This characterization for the particular 
case of the uniform exponential stability has been considered by Barbasin [1] and 
Lovelady [5]. For the finite dimensional case R. Conti has proved that the inequality 
(3.13) is a characterization for the admissibility of the pair (L'^, U") (see [2]). 
R e m a r k 3.7. Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and Corollary 3.3 remain valid if the power 1 
from (3.6), (3.7), (3.11) and (3.13) is replaced by any p e [1, 00), i.e. the inequalities 




(3.7)' Г \\P/s, to) x o l " ds ^ NlP^it, to) x o l " , 
J to 
\\P^{t,to)4''àt + '|P2(s, ro ) ^ i ' ' ds ^Л^ЦхЦР (3.11)' 
and 
/•f Лею 
(3.13)' | | P i ( f , 5 ) | ^ d s + \\P2{t, s)]]" as й N . 
J to J t 
The p roof s follow almost verbatim those given in the case p = 1. 
In the light of the above considerations and Theorem 3.3 the following open 
question seems to be natural. 
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Question 3.1. Does the condition: 
||Fi(f, s) x\\ as + \\P2{t, s) x\\ as й N\\x\\ , for all {t, ÎQ) E T [ 
and X E X, (where N is independent of t, ÎQ and x) imply the uniform exponential 
dichotomy of P( % •)? 
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